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1. Introduction
In this paper we shall study some sample path properties of self-similar
processes with ergodic scaling transformations, in particular, a class of stable
self-similar processes which includes the fractional stable processes. A large
number of papers on sample path properties have been devoted to Gaussian
processes and Levy processes, i.e. stochastic processes with independent,
stationary increments. In case of the Brownian motion, especially, we have
Kolmogorov's test as a refinement of the law of the iterated logarithm and
Chung-Erdϋs-Sirao's test (cf. [4]) as a refinement of Levy's modulus of con-
tinuity.
We shall show some zero-one laws on sample path properties for general
self-similar processes with ergodic scaling transformations in Sections 2 and
5. In Sections 3 and 4, we shall be concerned with a class of stable self-
similar processes having stationary increments. We shall give integral tests for
upper and lower functions with respect to the local growth of sample paths, which
correspond to Kolmogorov's test and also to the results of Khinchin [15] for
strictly stable processes. With respect to the uniform growth, in case of fractional
stable processes with continuous sample paths, we shall give criteria for upper
and lower functions. Furthermore, we shall show the existence of function
which is neither an upper nor a lower function. This fact sharply ccntrasts with
the Brownian motion case (cf. [4]).
Various sample path properties of self-similar processes with ergodic
scaling transformations can be shown to hold with probability zero or one.
Among such properties, we shall study growth properties in Section 2 and
Hausdorff measure properties in Section 5. The results in Section 2 enable us
to prove the above mentioned results in Section 3 by using an extension of Borel-
Cantelli's lemma given in [16] rather than that of [3]. These zero-one laws on
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sample path properties also have their own interest and their original version can
be found in Lόvy [21] (cf. also Taylor [35]), where a Hausdorff measure property
of range of Brownian paths was treated.
In case of the Brownian motion, the law of the iterated logarithm means
that the exponent of local growth order of sample paths is equal to 1/2 with
probability one, and Lόvy's modulus of continuity implies that the exponent of
uniform growth order of sample paths is equal to 1/2 with probability one. The
Brownian motion is, of course, a self-similar process with exponent 1/2. For
the fractional Brownian motion, these three exponents are known to be equal to
one another. Thus, there naturally arises the following question: do the above
three exponents still coincide in case of non-Gaussian self-similar processes with
dependent increments and having continuous sample paths?
In Section 2, it will be shown that the above three exponents are equal to
one another for a self-similar process X with stationary increments if the tail prob-
ability of marginal distribution of X decays in an exponential order. By this
fact, an affirmative answer to the above question will be given for self-similar
processes represented by multiple Wiener (or Wiener-Itό) integrals (cf. Section
2, Example 2). In contrast with this, Theorem 3.4 will give a negative answer
to the question for (or, /3)-fractional stable processes with /3>0: the exponent of
uniform growth order is equal to β and strictly less than the exponent, l/α+/3,
of self-similarity, while the exponent of local growth order is still equal to l/a+β.
The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. T. Komatsu for kind
encouragement and advice. Thanks are due to Prof. M. Maejima who informed
Rosinski's works and sent copies of preprints in the course of the preparation of
this paper. Thanks also to Prof. M. Fukushima who read the first draft of this
paper and gave kind advice. The author is also grateful to the referee for his
helpful comments, especially the former part of the proof of Remark 2.3 in
Section 2 is due to him, and moreover, the results on uniform growth properties
of fractional stable processes have been improved substantially by his comments.
2. Preliminaries and growth properties
In this section we shall first make some preparations for notions and nota-
tions on stochastic processes, and then, we shall show some zero-one laws on the
local and uniform growth of sample paths for self-similar processes with ergodic
scaling transformations.
Stochastic processes considered in this paper will be assumed to be real-
valued and continuous in probability. Thus, we can take a separable version
of such process without loss of generality. Moreover, whenever the process
allows a version in D([Q, oo)—»jf?) or C([0, oo)—>.#), we shall take this version.
For a stochastic process X—{X(t): £>0} and for /e>0, #>0, a scaling transfor-
mation SKίa of X is defined by
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DEFINITION 2.1. A stochastic process X={X(t): t>0} is called a self-
similar process rtith exponent K, /c>0 (shortly κ-selj '-similar process), if for any α>0,
the process {(SKt0 X) (t): £>0} has the same distribution as that of X.
Throughout this paper, X will denote a self-similar process and K will denote
the exponent of X. Since, in this paper, scaling transformations will be always
considered for self-similar processes, we shall write simply S
a
 for SKt0. By Def-
inition 2.1, a scaling transformation S
a
 of X clearly preserves the distribution of
X, and so the notion of ergodicity or mixing of S
a
 can be defined in the usual
way (cf. [5]). From this point of view, we shall call X a self-similar process with
ergodic (or strong mixing resp.) scaling transformations if S
a
, α>0, Φl, is erg-
odic (or strong mixing resp.). For any fixed /e>0, /c-self-similar processes are
characterized as follows (cf. Lamperti [19]): let 3£
κ
 be the space of /c-self-similar
processes Λ rwith X(0)=0 a.s., and Q/ be the space of strictly stationary proc-
esses Y={Y(t): — oo<£<oo}. Then, there is a bijective mapping τ
κ
: 3?
κ
-><:y,
defined by
r
κ
(X) (t) (= Y(t)) = e-« X(e% -oo<t<oo .
A scaling transformation S
a
 of X corresponds to a shift transformation θ
u
 of Y,
i.e. r
Λ
oS
a
=θ
u
oτ
Λ9 where u—log a and θu is defined by
(Θ.Y)(t)=Y(t+u), -oo<ί<oo.
Furthermore, S
σ
 is ergodic (or strong mixing resp.) if θ
u
 is ergodic (or strong
mixing resp.).
We shall assume, in this paper, the following :
HYPOTHESES. X={X(t): ί>0} is a self-similar process with exponent /c>0,
and X(0)=0 a.s., which is separable and continuous in probability. Any scaling
transformation S
ay α>0, Φl, is ergodic.
Next, we shall state zero-one laws on growth properties of sample paths of
self-similar processes with ergodic scaling transformations. For this aim, we
prepare some notions and notations on growth order properties. For a positive
function g, consider the following events
Eg = [there is δ>0 such that | X(t) \ < g(t) for 0<ί<S] ,
Eg = [there is N>0 such that | X(t) \ <g(t) for t>N] ,
Fg = Γ there is δ>0 such that
L\X(t)-X(s)\<>g(\t-s\) for
where I is an interval of [0, oo). In case /=[0, 1], we shall write shortly Fg for
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F'g.
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) A positive function g is called an upper function (or
a lower function resp.) with respect to the local growth at 0, if P(Eg)=l (or 0 resp.).
(ii) g is called an upper function (or a lower function resp.) 20#& respect to the
local growth at oo, if P(Eg)=l (or 0 resp.).
(iii) g is called an upper function (or a lower function resp,) αftϊA respect to the uni-
form growth, if P(Fg)=ί (or 0 resp.).
We shall denote the space of upper functions with respect to the local growth
at 0 or oo, or with respect to the uniform growth by C0h *UΓ, or
 c
ϋ
u
 resp., and
also denote the space of lower functions with respect to the local growth at 0 or
oo, or with respect to the uniform growth by _£,, -£7> or J2U resp.
In addition, define the following functional for λ>0 and a positive function
φ:
-
t φ(t)
.
su
\f—s\λ φ(\t—S\)
where / is an interval. We shall write simply t/
λ>φ for t/£%
1]
. Note that
/, (or <Ur, 17« resp.) if L
λ
,
Φ
=0 (or LΓ,Φ=0, E7
λ>=0 resp.) a.s., and that
(or _£Γ> -£« resp.), if L
λtφ=oo (or L~,φ=oo, [/λ φ=oo resp.) α.ί.
In this and the next sections, we shall sometimes assume the stationarity
of increments of processes : a stochastic process X is said to have stationary in-
crements if for any t0>0, the process {X(t-{-t^— X(tQ): £>0} has the same dis-
tribution as that of X.
We shall now state our results on growth properties of sample paths of self-
similar processes with ergodic scaling transformations, first, the following zero-
one law on the local growth.
Proposition 2.1. For a positive monotone function φ,
P(EKtΦ) = 0 or 1 and P(£~Φ) = 0 or 1 ,
where £^
φ
 (or E~
φ
 resp.) denotes Eg (or Eg resp.) with g(t)=tκφ(t).
Proof. First, we prove that P(JE^)=0 or 1.
Case (i) For some a>Q, assume that φ(u/a)>φ(u), u>0. Put S=S
a
. If
\X(t)\^fφ(t)9 0<Z<S, for some δ>0, this implies that | X(t)\ <f φ(t/a). Put
u=t/a. Then,
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\(SX)(v)\==\X(au)\l<f£ιfφ(u), for 0<u<8/a .
This means that ^ cS"1 ,^ and P(Ett^^S'1Elt^)=0. Since 5 is ergodic,
we have P(EKtΦ)=0 or 1 (cf [5]).
Case(ii) For α>0, assume that φ(ula)<φ(u), u>0. If \(SX) (t)\ <fφ(t},
0<Z<δ', for some δ'>0, this implies that
\X(at}\ <(atγφ(atla}<(at}κφ(at} .
Putu=at. Then, |X(α)| <u*φ(u) for Q<u<aδ'. This means that S^E^d
EKtΦ. Thus again, P(EKtΦ)=0 or 1.
The proof for the second assertion goes similarly with slight modifications,
such as letting N take the place cf δ and the phrase "t>N" take the place of
"0<£<δ", etc., and so we omit its details. q.e.d.
Corollary. For a positive, monotone function φ, there exists a constant
cKtφy 0<cKtφ<oo (or £~Φ> 0<c~φ<oo resp.) such that
LKtφ = cKfφ (or L~φ = c~φ resp.) a.s.
Especially, for λ, ^FK, and for φ, slowly varying at 0 (or oo resp.},
L
λtφ (or L%tφ resp.} = 0 a.s. or oo a.s.
Proof. Put c^ψ^sup {£>0: P(EKtCφ)=0}. Then, it is easily verified that
L
Λfφ=cKtφ a.s. In case XΦ/e, put Λjr(i)=tλ~κφ(t). Although -ψ* is not monotone
in general, it is easily shown, for example, that for some positive a, ty(tla)>ty(t)
on some neighborhood of 0, if φ is slowly varying at 0. This is sufficient for
the proof of Proposition 2.1 for E
Λtψ. Thus, the last assertion can be derived
from the fact that the event [LKtψ=Lλtφ=cλtφ] has probability one and should be
invariant with respect to any scaling transformation. The proof goes similarly
for L~ψ. q.e.d.
Next, we give a sufficient condition for the exponent of local growth order
not less than K.
Proposition 2.2. Assume that X has stationary increments. If there exists
<y>0 such that
(2.1) E[|-X(l)n<oo, and
for any £>0 and for a positive function φ, slowly varying at 0 (or oo resp.},
Ac-8,Φ (or L~+ttφ resp.} = 0 a.s.
Proof. By (2.1), for any s, t, ()<*<*< oo,
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Because of γ#>l, we can apply Theorem 1 of Mόricz [28], and we obtain the
following estimate for moments of M=max0^/^1| X(ί) \ :
where CYίe is a positive constant depending only on γ/e. By scaling property,
and
where c is a positive constant independent of n. Using these estimates, we have
By Borel-Cantelli's lemma, with probability one, there is a number nQ such that
max2-«-i£f<;2-«|Jί(*)| <2-"(lc-ε) for
This implies that
8
, for
By Corollary to Proposition 2.1, we have LK_8>1=0 α.ί., where Lλ>1 denotes Z/λ>ψ
with φ(ί) = l. Since 6 is arbitrarily positive, this means that L^.^ψ^O a.s., for
any slowly varying function φ.
For the second assertion, since we have E [M"*] < oo
 9 the proof is completed
by the result of Kόno [18]. q.e.d.
REMARK 2.1. Vervaat [36] proved that if X is not degenerate, i.e. P(X(ί)=
0)=0,
L
κ>1 (or LZJ = x0 a.s.,
where
(2.2) x0 = sup
This implies that the exponent of local growth order of sample paths is not
greater than K. Thus, if X is not degenerated and satisfies the condition (2.1),
the exponent of local growth order of sample paths of X is equal to K. There
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are two typical cases that the moment condition (2.1) is not fulfilled: the first is the
case that X is a strictly stable process with exponent a. Although X does not
satisfy (2.1), the exponent of the local growth of X is equal to κ=lja (cf. [15]).
On the other hand, when X is an (α, /3)-fractional stable process with 0<α<l
and — l/α</3<l — 1/α, no positive bounded function can be an upper function
by the result of Maejima [23].
Next, we shall discuss the uniform growth of sample paths, and we give the
following result for UKtφ, which shows a difference between local growth proper-
ties and uniform growth ones.
Proposition 2.3. Let φ be a positive function, slowly varying at 0.
(i) There exists a constant cKtφ, 0<cKtφ< oo, such that
UKtφ = cκ>φ a.s.
(ii) For any λ, 0<λ</e,
<oo),P([/
λ>=oo) = 0 or 1.
Moreover, assume that X has stationary increments. For any c, Q<c<oo,
Proof. Put S=S
a
. First, note that for any λ,
(2.3) UZP S=Ui ? *
where U^'
φ
ll
oS denotes t/£V] for the process {(SX) (t):t>0}.
(i) By (2.3), for a> I and c>0,
By the ergodicity of S, we have P(UKtφ<c)=Q or 1. Put cKtφ=suρ {c>Q:
P(UKfφ<c)=Q}. Then,
(ii) By (2.3), the events [C/
λ
,φ=0], [0<f/
λfφ<oo], and [C7λ>φ=oo] are invariant
with respect to S. Thus, these events have probability zero or one.
Next, Assume that X has stationary increments and that there is c>0 such
that P(0< U
λtφ<c)= 1. Again by (2.3), we have
"
λ) = 1 , for
On the other hand, because X has stationary increments, we have
-
λ
 = 1 , for
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Take a, \β<a<\. Then, since
C7
λ
,
φ
we obtain
By iterating this arguement, since #<1, we have
P(0<t/
λ>ψ<0)=l.
This is a contradiction, and it is verified that
P(0<U
λιΦ
<c)<l , for any cy 0<c<oo .
The proof goes similarly for P(c<t/
λ>φ<oo)<l. q.e.d.
REMARK 2.2. As is shown in Proposition 2.1 and its corollary, for any pos-
itive, monotone function φ, Fφ(f) belongs to either CU1 or _£/, and LΛιΦ is equal
to a certain constant with probability one. In contrast with this, with respect to
the uniform growth, Proposition 2.3, (ii), shows the possibility of existence of a
positive function ψ, slowly varying at 0, and a positive number λ, λ</e, such
that
In this case, for any £>0, ctλψ(t) can be neither an upper nor a lower function
with respect to the uniform growth, because the infimum of support of distri-
bution of t/
λ>ψ is equal to 0 and its supremum is equal to oo. In Section 3, we
shall show that for an (α, /3)-fractional stable process with /3>0,
P(0<U
βtl< o o ) = l ,
and the support of distribution of U
βtl is (0, oo). This means the impossibility
of general zero-one law for upper and lower functions with respect to the uni-
form growth, analogous to Proposition 2.1.
REMARK 2.3. For λ>κ, it is verified analogously that U
λtΦ=Q a.s. or oo a.s.
From the following facts, it is clear that [7
λ φ
=oo a.s
 3 for non-degenerate proc-
esses: assume that X has stationary increments. Then,
(i) if X is not degenerate, UKtl=x0 a s > where XQ is defined by (2.2).
(ii) If the tail probability of |-XΓ(1)| decays in an exponential order, i.e.
there exist positive constants C19 C2 and 7 such that
P(\X(\)\ >*)<<?! exp {—C2x>} for large x,
κ
.tιl=0 a.s., for£>0.
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Proof, (i) (This proof is due to the referee.)
By the definition, UKfl^LKtl. Thus, it is clear that UKtl^xQ a.s., by Remark
2.1. In case x0< <χ>, put £",,,=[| X(i)—X(s) \ /11—s \ *>xQ-\-δ\ for any positive δ.
Then, since X is self-similar and has stationary increments, P(E3ft)=Q, by the
definition of x0. Thus, the union of EStt over rational s, t of [0, 1], has probablity
zero. This means that U
Λtl<XQ a.s.
(ii) By Theorem 1.1 of Bernard [1], there is a positive constant M such that
f Γ2P(\X(l)\>Γ*)dt<oo.
Jo+
This is easily checked by the above condition. Thus, [4_
β>1<M a.s. This
implies that t/
κ
_8tl=0 &•$•> by Proposition 2.3. q.e.d.
In case X satisfies the conditions of (i) and (ii), tκ+ΐ belongs to ^U^ or _£
u
, ac-
cording as £<0 or >0, i.e. the exponent of the uniform growth of sample path
of X is equal to K.
In the rest of this section, we shall make some remarks on ergodic proper-
ties of scaling transformations of self-similar processes. With respect to many
known self-similar processes, scaling transformations can be shown to be ergodic.
We shall here show that scaling transformations are strong mixing for several
typical examples, other than stable self-similar processes, with respect to which
we shall discuss in the next section.
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be a Gaussian process with mean 0, and covariance
E[X(s)X(ί)} = {J*+p-|ί_ί|*}/2, 0<*<1 .
We can easily show the strong mixing of X by applying the criterion of Maruyama
[25] on strong mixing of stationary Gaussian processes to the process Y(=
EXAMPLE 2. ([27]) Let m be a positive integer and consider the self-similar
process X defined by
X(t) = ~Rm Q,(*ι> -> O dB(u^dB(um)y t>0 ,
where {B(t): — <*><£< 00} is a Brownian motion and Qt is a square integrable
function on Λw, invariant under permutations of arguments, with Q0=0 and
Q
a
t(^ι^ — , au
m
)=a*-m/2 Qt(ul9 •••, um)
Qt+h(uι, •-, u
m
)-Qt(ul9 — , um) = Qh^-t, •••, um-t)
for a,t>$ and A>0,
where 0</e<l. Then, X is a /c-self-similar process (cf. Mori and Oodaira
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[27]). In [27], the law of the iterated logarithm is proved. Dobrushin [7] stud-
ied analogous self-similar processes represented by multiple Wiener-Itό integrals.
Surgailis [33] discussed ergodicity of shift transformations of stationary random
fields represented by stochastic integrals based on Poisson random measure. He
introduced a notion of 'subordinated' which corresponds to the notion of 'factor'
in the ergodic theroy except the necessity of taking an appropriate version of sto-
chastic integral. In this example, it can be similarly shown that a scaling trans-
formation of the above process X is a factor of a certain scaling transformation
of the Brownian motion B. Thus, the strong mixing of scaling transformation
of X is deduced from a well-known fact in the ergodic theory (cf. for example,
Cornfeld, Fomin and Sinai [5], p. 230-231). It is also known that the tail prob-
ability of |^Γ(1)| decays in an exponential order (cf. [24], [27]).
EXAMPLE 3. ([14]) Let X be a process defined by
X(t)=[° L,(x)dZ(x), f>0, and X(ΰ) = 0 ,
J-oo
where Z={Z(x): — oo<#<oo} is a strictly stable process with exponent a,
0<α<2, and Lt(x) is the local time at x of a strictly stable process Y with ex-
ponent /3, l</3<2, which is independent of Z. Then, X is a self-similar
process with exponent #=1 — l//3+l/(α/3) (cf. Kesten and Spitzer [14]). As in
the above example, by taking appropriate versions of stochastic intergral and local
time, we can show that a scaling transformation of X is a factor of direct product
of a certain scaling transformation of Z and a transformation of Lt(x) induced
from a certain scaling transformation of Y. Since a direct product of strong
mixing transformations is strong mixing (cf. Cornfeld, Fomin and Sinai [5],
Chapter 10, Section 1, Theorem 2, for example), any scaling transformation of X
is strong mixing.
EXAMPLE 4. ([12], [13]) Let {U(x): *>0} and {M(x): *>0} be strictly
stable processes with exponents α, /3, 0<#, /3<1, which have increasing sam-
ple paths a.s. Let {B(t): t>0} be the standard Brownian motion. Assume that
these processes are independent one another. Define a process {V(t): £>0} by
V(t) = Γ Lt(U(x)) dM(x), *>0, and F(0) = 0 ,Jo
where Lt(x) is the local time at x of B. Let X be a process defined by
X(t) = U-l(B(V~l(t))), f>0, and X(0) = 0 .
Then, X is a self-similar process with exponent κ—aβl(a+β) (cf. Kawazu [12],
Kawazu and Kesten [13]). Taking an appropriate version of the local time
Lt(x), we can show that a scaling transformation of X is a factor of triple direct
product of scaling transformations of U, M and B. Thus, X is strong mixing
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as in the previous examples.
3. Growth properties of stable self-similar processes
Pushing forward the general arguements in the previous section, we shall
consider growth properties of sample paths of a class of stable self-similar proc-
esses. We shall call a stochastic process stable if its finite-dimensional distri-
butions are stable distributions. We now define a class of stable self-similar
processes as follows : let 0<α<2 and β> — 1/cr . For a function/, ^ 0, satisfying
(3.1) 0<Γ
J-o
put
/((f)
-o ,ί = o.
Let X=X
a
_ft>f be a process whose finite-dimensional distribution is given by
(3.2) = exp { ψ(Σϊ-ι *»/,.(*
for —
where
(3.3)
Here v(dx) is a Levy measure on R— {0} , given by
v(dx) = αίC^xj+C-/^]} I * I -"-1 dx ,
where C+, C'^0, C++C~>0 (in case α=l, C+=C~), and /[ ] denotes the indi-
cator function. Then X is a stable self-similar process with exponent «=!/«+
/3. We shall denote this class of stable self-similar processes by <S(a, β} :
S(a, β) = {X
a
,
β
.f: 1 satisfies (3.1)} .
Any X of <S(a, /3) is continuous in probability, and can be represented as
X(ί) = [~ MS) dZ.(ί) a.t., for ί^O,
J-oo
where {Z
Λ
(s)ι — oo<$<oo} is a strictly stable process with exponent cr, whose
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characteristic function is given by
E[eκp{iξZ
Λ
(s)}] =
Proposition 3.1. Any X of S(a, β) is an infinitely divisible process in the
sense of Maruyama [26] (cf. also Lee [20]) and is strong mixing of all order.
This proposition will be proved in the next section.
In addition, we define a subclass S*(a, β) of <S(a, β) by
£*(<*, β) = {X^<S(a, β): X has stationary increments} .
If β=0 and/(5)=/[θtl](ί), then X is ZΛ itself and belongs to S*(a, β). Next con-
sider a function/ defined by
(3.5) f(s) =
 β
+{(l-,)J-(-,)β}+Λ-{(l-,)β-(-,)t} ,
where #+=max {x, 0}, #_=max{— #, 0}, — l/a<β<l — 1/α, /3ΦO, — oo<α+, a"
<oo, |α+| + |aΊΦθ.
In this case, X is called a fractional stable process (cf. [11], [22], [23] and
[34]). We shall call X an (or, /3)-fractional stable process when we want to
indicate ay β explicitly. Clearly, ft induced from this / satisfies the following
relation:
(3.6) ft+h(ή-ft(ή = fk(s—t) a.e. in s, for any fixed t, h> 0 .
Thus, (or, /3)-fractional stable processes belong to <S*(α, β).
We shall now discuss growth properties of sample paths of these stable self-
similar processes. First, we give integral tests for upper and lower functions
with respect to the local growth.
Theorem 3.1. Let l<a<2, β>0, and φ be a positive monotone function.
With respect to any X of <S*(α, β),
(orVTresp.)
if the integral
/0 = [ r1 φ(t)~* dt (or I00 = ( rlφ(t)~ dt resp.)Jo+ J°°
converges, where κ=l/a-\-β. In this case,
L*,Φ = 0 (or L™φ = 0 resp.) a.s.
Therein 3.2. Let 0<α<2, /8> — I/a and φ be a positive monotone func-
tion. Assume that there exists S0>0 such that
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(3.7) Γ M8o|/(*)Γ<fc<oo,
J-oo
(3.8) Γ |/(ί)|«+ίoώ<oo.
J-co
Then, with respect to any X
Λtβtf of <S(a, β)y
fφ(t)^Xt (or £7 resp.)
if the integral /0 (or !„ resp.) diverges.
In this case, LKιφ= oo (or L~φ= oo resp.) a.s.
REMARK 3.1. (i) If X is a fractional stable process, i.e. / is given by (3.5),
the conditions (3.7) and (3.8) are satisfied.
(ii) Put
φ(t) = I log f r llogα, f I*-... |logw t\l'*+* ,
where n> 1 and log(A) is the logarithm function iterated k times. Then, £*φ(£)e
CU1 and <Ur if £>0, l<α<2 and β>Q, f φ(ί)e J7, and JCΐ if £<0, 0<α<2
and/3> — I/a.
(iii) In case Jf is an (α, /S)-fractional stable process with 0<α<l, any
positive bounded function becomes a lower function and the assertion of Theorem
3.2 is meaningless, since any version of X is nowhere bounded (cf. Maejima
[23]).
Next we shall discuss the uniform growth properties of sample paths of frac-
tional stable processes. From Proposition 2.3, it can be expected that there are
some aspects of problems of the uniform growth, different from those of the
local growth. In the rest of this section, we shall investigate behavior of sample
paths with respect to the fractional stable processes with continuous sample
paths and show a remarkable difference of their uniform growth properties from
their local growth properties. These results also contrast sharply with known
results on Gaussian self-similar processes (cf. for example, Chung, Erdϋs and
Sirao [4]).
Let l<α<2, 0</3<1 — \\a and let/, be a function induced from/ defined
by (3.5), i.e.
ft(s) = a+i(t-s)ϊ-(-s)ϊ
Condider
X(t) = X
a
,
We take a version of Z
Λ
 whose sample paths are right-continuous and have left-
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limit with probability one. We also take a version of X having continuous
sample paths with probability one.
We denote jumps of Z
Λ
 at time t by Δ
z
(£), i.e.
Az(t) = ZΛ(t)-ZJ[t-Q), -oo<t<oo .
Of course, X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. There-
fore, upper and lower functions with respect to the local growth are determined
by the integral tests and the exponent of local growth order is equal to κ=l/a
-\-β. The following theorem, however, shows that almost all sample paths of
X have certain times at which they behave like /3-Hϋlder continuous functions.
Theorem 3.3. Let \<a<2, 0</3<1 — I/a and X=X
Λtβtf with f defined
by (3.5). Then,
, a.s.
= -a-Az(t),Q<t<l, a.s.
Corollary. Let f be also defined by (3.5) with certain af+ and a'~ '. Then,
for some constant £ΦO, X
Λ β f and cXΛ β f' have the same distribution if and only if
ί-cf.
REMARK 3.2. Cambanis and Maejima [2] proved the result of this corollary
for the case that l<α<2, — ίja<β<l — I/a and Z
Λ
 is a symmetric stable proc-
ess. We obtain their result only for 0</3<1 — I/a but without the symmetry
of distribution of Z
Λ
.
We next consider the functional U
βtl and show that Uβιl behaves a little dif-
ferently than as it is expected from the last theorem.
THEOREM 3.4. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 3.3,
U
βtl = max_00<s<00 1 f(s) \ sup^,^ | Δz(ί) | , a.s.
REMARK 3.3. In case a+ #~~
On the other hand, in case a+ α~<0,
>max{|α+ |, \a~\} .
Corollary. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 3.4, let φ(f) be a pos-
itive function defined for t>0.
(i) Assume that lim/lo φ(t) = oo. Then, tβφ(t)^cUu and Uβtφ=0 a.s.
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(ii) Assume that lim
m
 φ(ί)=0. Then, tβφ(t)^j:
u
 and U
βιφ
=oo a.s.
(iii) Assume that
0<lim inffψo φ(t)<lim suρ^0 φ(t)<oo .
Then, tβφ(t) belongs to neither CUU nor J2U, and the support of the distribution of
U
β
,
Φ
 is (0, oo).
The first version of the results on the uniform growth was unsatisfactory
and improved by referee's suggestions.
4. Proofs for results of Section 3
Before giving proofs for main theorems, we first verify the strong mixing
of all order of stable self-similar processes.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since every finite-dimensional distribution of X
is stable by the definition, X is clearly an infinitely divisible process in the sense
of [26].
From (3.2), the characteristic function of ( Y(0), Y(i)), Y=τ
κ
(X), is given by
= exp {JJ [exp {ix(θf(u)+-ηg(u\ *))}-!
-ia(x) (θf(u)+
η
g(u; f))] v(dx) du\ ,
where g(u t)=f(ue~*) e~t/Λ and
0 , if
a(x)= '
Λ? , if l<α<2.
Since Y has no Gaussian component, it is enough for verification of the con-
ditions of Theorem 6 of [26], to show the following:
(A) lim^oo I \ v(dx] du = 0, for δ>0,
JJFO.δ)
f f(B) lim^oo 11 I f(u) g(u t) \ x* v(dx) du = 0 ,
J JF(t)
where
F(t, S) = {(#, u): I f(u) g(u t) \of > δ}, and
F(t) = {(#, w): 0<Λ?<(/(w)2+^(w; 02)"1/2}
(A) is derived from the fact that for any fixed δ>0,
I x I -*-1 dx du<c (I f(u)g(u\ t) \*'2 du
ί,δ) J
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and (B) is derived from the fact that
ίlω VW^"' *) '** v(dxϊ du^c> $!/(")£(«; «) I""2 du >
where c and c' are positive constants, independent of t, because \f(u)\*/2 and
\g(u\ t)\"ί2 are square integrable and so
( I /(u) g(u ί) I ** ώ->0 as ί -* oo . q.e.d.
We shall now turn to proofs of theorems in Section 3. Let X be a process
of <S*(<2, /3). First, note the following fact: there exist positive constants K19 K2
such that
and
(4.1)
for 0<ί, £<oo, and for
This is derived from a well-known estimate for tail probability of stable dis-
tributions (cf. Gnegenko and Kolmogorov [8], p. 182). In case aκ>l, i.e.
/3>0, by using Theorem 3.2 of Mόricz, Serfling and Stout [29], we can obtain
the next estimate for maximum of X, which plays an important role in the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 4.1. For a process X of cS*(tf, β)3 there exists a positive constant
K3y depending on a, β and K2 such that
-* for x>\.
Outline of proof. Fix n> 1. Using the notations of [29], put Xk=X(k/n)—
X((k-l)ln), *ndg(i,j)=K2\(j-i)ln\*κ and φ(ί)=Λ for \<k<n, l<i,j<n and
£>0. Let cc/c take the place of a in [29]. Then, it is easily verified that each
condition in [29] can be satisfied. Thus,
P(max]:^ n I X(k/n) \ ϊ>x)<K3 x~« .
By Theorem 3.2 of [29], K3 depends not on n, but only on α, β, K2, and so
we have the assertion of lemma by letting n->oo. q.e.d.
Using this lemma, we prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start from the proof for ίU/. It is enough
to prove the theorem for a decreasing function φ, by Remark 2.1. For £>0,
define events
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F
n
 =
By (4.1) and Lemma 4.1,
r
1
 φ(ί)-
ΣXΓ-! Φ(2-")-*^c4 r1 φ(ί)-« Λ<
where M=max0^^] |-X"(£) | , and c19 c2, c3, c4 are positive constants independent of
n. By Borel-Cantelli's lemma, with probability one, there is a number n0 such
that
I X(t) I < I X(2-»-i) I + 1 X(t)-X(2- ~l) I
for 2-»-1<*<2-», ii^flo.
This implies that L
κ>φ<2
1+κ
 c a.s. Since c is arbitrarily positive, this means that
L
Λtφ=0 a.s., and that φe'U/. For the local growth at oo, the proof goes simi-
larly with trivial modifications. q.e.d.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.2. For this purpose, we
prepare the following estimate for tail probability of two-dimensional distribu-
tion of X.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a process of <S(a, β). There exists a positive constant
K4 such that for a, b>0 and for 0<A<1,
P(\X(h)\h~*>a, \X(l)\>b)<K4{h*(ab)-*'2+(ab)-«} ,
where δ=min {δ0, δ0/(α+S0)}/4.
Proof. Let p(x), — oo<#<oo, be a non-negative, infinitely differentiable,
even function such that | ρ(x) \ < 1 and
1 if M<l/2,
and p(ξ) be its image of Fourier transformation, i.e.
Put X'=X(h) h-*, X7/=X(1) and
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Note that
Using this relation, we have the following estimate:
-'^a, \X(l)\ >b)
-eW> ) β(ξ) dξ}
= (2π)~2 55{l-ΦX?/«)-Φ
, vlb)-Φ
x
,(ξla) Φχ,/6)> p(f) fa) dξ dτ,
/β)} <ι-Φχw*)>
!- g/a)
It is enough to estimate the first term in the last side, because we have the fol-
lowing estimates for the second term:
where c
λ
 is a positive constant independent on a, b and h. By (3.2),
ΦΛf ) = exp <5 ψ(f /(«/A) A'1/-) <&} ,
Φχ"0?) = exp{j ψ (7/(«)) <*«} ,
Φ .^ι"(e. 9) = exp {j VKf /(«/*) h-1/a+ηf(u)) du} .
Here ψ is given by (3.3). Thus,
It is easily derived from (3.3) that
c2 1 J (^ - !)(*«•- 1) I * I --1
where c2 and ^ 3 depend only on C
+
, C~ and . Therefore, by Schwarz' inequality,
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we have
(«)) I du
Thus, we have
+ 5J J l
Because p is infinitely differentiable, /9 has moments of all order and we have
,\ξrι\>ab
Getting these estimates together, we have
<C i(ab)-«'2 J A'1/2 1 f(u/h)f(u) I "/2
where c4, cs, ί:6, ^ and c8 are positive constants independent of α, i, A, | and η.
Therefore, by the following lemma, the proof is completed.
Lemma 4.3. Under the same assumptions and by the same notations as in
Lemma 4.2, there exists c'>0 such that
h-l/2\f(ulh)f(u)\«/2 du<c'h\ for
Proof. Put
I"^ for,u\>xl
Divide the integral into three parts:
du =
We give estimates for these three integrals by using Schwarz' inequality. For /j,
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J oo \f(u)\ du-00
<;«:, *•(!/>/*)*.
For /2 and 73,
where c9, c10 and cu are positive constants independent of h.
From the conditions (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain the following estimates for F(x)
by Holder's and Chebyshev's inequalities:
F(x)<c12 χ-*° , F(Q)—F(x)<c13 x8' , for #>0 ,
where c]2
 and % are positive constants independent of #, and δ'=δ0/(α+δ0).
Getting these estimates together, we verify the estimate of the lemma and
we complete the proof of Lemma 4.2. q.e.d.
Using Lemma 4.2, we now prove Theorem 3.2. In proving a function to
be a lower function, we usually use an extension of Borel-Cantelli's lemma by
Chung and Erdϋs [3]. In this paper, we apply the following lemma by Kochen
and Stone [16], which we state here in a form convenient for our use.
Lemma 4.4. ([16]) Let E
n
 be events and assume that
lim inf^ ΣΪ..-I P(£
m
Π£
Λ
)/{Σ?-ι P(E
n
)}2<oo .
Then, P(E
n
 i.o.)>0.
Zero-one laws in Section 2 enable us to prove results by this lemma, whose
conditions are much more easily cheked than those of [3].
Proof of Theorem 3.2. First, we prove the result with respect to the
local growth at 0. It is enough to consider the problem for decreasing func-
tion φ, because of Remark 2.1. Define events
E
n
 = [\X(2-»)\2n*>cφ(2-»)], for
Then,
ΣΓ-i P(E
Λ
)^c1 ΣΓ-i φ(2-*)-"><2 ( r1 φ(t)-« A = oo .Jo+
By Lemma 4.2, we have for n>m,
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where c
v
 cz and c3 are positive constants independent of m and n. Therefore,
ΣΪ..-I P(E
m
 n E
n
)^2 Σ2-, ΣJίL. P(EU n E.)
Σϊ-i Σίί-»{2-ί(»-M) φ(2-)- + {φ(2- ) φ(2- )} -«}
Thus, by Lemma 4.4, we have P(E
n
 i.o.)>0. This implies that L^>c a.s.
Since c is arbitrarily positive, we have
L
κφ
 = oo a.s., and
The proof goes similarly for the growth at oo, with slight modifications, q.e.d.
Next we shall turn to the proofs for Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. The
following lemma is suggested by the referee and plays an important role in the
proofs.
Put
and
Y(t)=\~ Zj(s)gt(s)ds,t>0,J-oo
Y(0) = 0 .
Note here that Y(t) can be defined for almost all sample paths of Z ,^ because
by the results of Khinchin [15], for any 8 >0,
(4.2) lim sup^±00 1 ZΛ(s) \\s\ "^(log | s \ yl<*~* = 0 a.s.,
a n d \ t \ = O\s\
β
-
2
 a s *-*±oo.
Lemma 4.5. The process Y={Y(i); t>ty has the same distribution as that
of X
Λ
,β,f> i e Y w a version of fractional stable process X
Λtptf
Outline of Proof. For A/Γ>0, using approximations of stochastic integral
and integral
by Riemann's sums, we can easily bhow that for any
— N
Γ
«r •• N
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J-N
and
ft(s)dZa(ή
" Z
Λ
(s)g,(ή ds+f,(N) Z
a
(N)-ft(-N)
have the same distribution. Since | /*($)! =O(\s\β l) as s->±oo, we have by
(4.2)
I ft(N) ZΛ(N] I , I M-N) ZΛ(-N) I -*0 as N f oo .
This implies that X(t) and Y(t) have the same distribution. To show that X
and Y have the same finite-dimensional distributions, it is needed only to re-
place/,^) by
, 0<tk<oo ,
in the above arguments. q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Since the functionals under consideration are
measurable, it is enough to show the following
Lemma 4.6.
limh,Q(Y(t+h)- Y(t)) h-t - a+Δz(t), 0<*< 1 , a.s.
limAΨO( Y(t)- Y(t-
Proof. First, note that for
+ * - = ί - and
where g(s) = - , ίΦO, 1 .
as
This is derived from the fact that /, satisfies (3.6). Using this relation, we have
Y(t+h)- Y(t) = Γ Z
Λ
(s) (gt+h(s)-gt(s)) ds
J-βo
= A*Γ Z
a
(t+hv) g(v) dv .
J-oo
By (4.2), there is M>0 such that
I Z
Λ
(t+hv) I < max {M, | v \ 1/aί(log | v \ )1/βJ+1}
for — oo< ϋ<oo and
Therefore,
{M, bl
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Since the right hand side is an integrable function of v, it is derived from Le-
besgue's convergence theorem that
lim4W( Y(t+h)- Y(t)) h-> = Γ lim^o ZΛ(t+hv) g(v) dv .
J-oo
Here note that
if
r ™_ι_* N «lira*;,, Z
a
(t+hv) =
Z
a
(t—Q) if
and
Then, we obtain
lJmM(Y(t+fi)- Y(t)) h-* = Λ+ΔZ(<), O^t^ 1 , a.s.
Next we prove the second assertion. For Λ>0 and t— λ>0,
u * / \where g*(s) = —
and
and in the above we use the following relations :
Since \g*(v)\—O(\v\β~2) as α— >±oo, Lebesgue's convergence theorem can be
again applied and we obtain
limA;o( Y(t)- Y(t-h)) h-f = Γ limt+e Zβ(ί+to) ^ *(t>) ^J-oo
= — α"Δ
z
(ί), 0<ί<l , a.s. q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, it is enough to
show the following
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Lemma 4.7.
lim sup \Y(t)—Y(s\\h-*
Λ J O 0<»<ί^lt/-ί^A
1 f(s) I sup^,^ I Δ
z
(ί) | a.s.
Proof. Since sample paths of Z
Λ
 are right-continuous and have left-limit,
for any £>0 and 0<t<ί there is 17=17 (f, £)>0 such that
\Z
Λ
(t-ϋ)-Z
Λ
(s)\<S for t-η<s<t, and
\Z
Λ
(f)-Z
Λ
(s)\<ε for t<s<t+ η.
Let 6 be fixed. Because [0,1] is compact, there are tl9 •••, tm of [0,1] such that
[0, 1]C U?-ι(**— W2> ί*+W2)> where ^ is 97 corresponding to £
Λ
. Here note
that if 0<ί < 1 and | Δ
z
(ί) | >2ε, then ί=ί
Λ
 for some l<k<m. Put
and
5? = (ί*- W2,
Put
 p=(t—s)/h for 0<A<1 and 0<5</<1, t—s<h. Then,
7(0- Y (*) = Γ Z
Λ
(u) (gt(u)-gs(u)} duJ-oo
Since | ^ p(ϋ) | < | g(v) \ for | v \ >2, there is N>0 such that
( I ^ (f +/w) ft(») I dv
J\v\>N
zs£i\ , \Z
Λ
(s+hv)g(v)\dv<6 ,
J\v\>N
and
Now we have for ί, ί of Bf ,
* ; ί.)
 gf(v) dv
{ 1 if
Π r ^0 if X<XQ .
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 X>XQ
Because I gp(v) dv=Q and \ \gP(v)\dv<8, we have
J-oo J\V\>N
vdo\<e and
—N
Let %=minis:*£« 7*>0 and h<η
Λ
/(2N). Then, s+hv belongs to Bk for ί of
nnd\v\<,N. Therefore,
v)-Z
a
(tk-0)) (l-H(s+hv; tt))
+(Zj(t+ha)-Zj(tk)) H(s+hv tk)} gfc) dv\
On the other hand,
Δz(tk) H(s+hv; t>) gf(v) dv
Δ,(ί4) H(s+hv tk)gp(v) dv ,\v\>N
where vk = (tk—s)jh .
We also have
Δ,(tk)H(s+hv;tk)g,(v)dv\\v\>N
Getting the above estimates together, we obtain
\(Y(t)-Y(s))h-*-A2(tk)fp(vk)\
for 0<s<t< 1, sy ί e B f , 0<α—s<h and h<η0/(2N). Note here that
o /-,SY?/6Λ.'^p^' ==_<PJ
x
ββ
l/(M)l -
Then, we have
I sup I F(ί)- Y(ί) I A-»- max |/(«) | | ^
Since {Bf, k=\y * ,m} is a covering of [0,1], this means
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|lim sup \Y(t)-Y(s)\h-> - max |/(c)| sup |Δ,(ί)l I
Λ ψ O 0£s<f^l -<*»<»<<» ' O^/^l
/-ί^A
^€ <βuPlSfcί. I Zp(ί»-0) I +2( I α+ 1 + 1 α- 1 )+ sup I Δz(ί) | } .
O^/^l
Thus, letting 6 J, 0, we obtain the desired result. q.e.d.
5. Other sample path properties
In this section we shall consider sample path properties other than growth
order properties dealt in Section 2, especially, we shall discuss some properties
related to Hausdorff measures. First, we recall the definition of Hausdorff meas-
ures. Let φ be a positive, continuous function and A be a subset of Rd, d^ί.
Denote the Hausdorff measure of A with repsect to measure function x*φ(x) by
mγtφ(A\ defined as follows:
ίfiγ.φί^) = lim.,0 inf Σt/e£
δ
 (d(U)γ φ(d(U)) ,
where inf denotes the infimum over all coverings C8 of A with balls U, d(U)<S9
and d(U) denotes the diameter of C7, and 7>0. In case φ=l,mγ stands for
(1) Hausdorff measure of range of sample paths
In considering this problem, we assume that X takes values in Rd, d>2,
because in one-dimensional case this problem becomes trivial. Denote the
range of path by Rt :
Rt = {X(s): 0<s<t} , for
P. Levy made a comment on Hausdorff measure of range of Brownian paths in
Rd in the introduction of [21]: for a positive, continuous function φ, slowly
varying at 0,
Ct for *>0 , a.s.,
where C is a constant, 0<C<oo. He gave only an idea of proof (cf. footnote
(2), he reduced arguments to Kolmogorov's zero-one law). We shall derive
this fact from ergodicity of scaling transformations for general self-similar proc-
esses.
Proposition 5.1. Let φ be a positive, continuous, monotone function, slowly
varying at 0. There exists a constant C, 0<C<oo, such that
for t>0 , a.s.
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Proof, For λ>0, define an event E
λ
 by
Note that
RfoS = {a-* X(as): 0<s^t} = a~* Rat ,
where S=S
ay Rt°S denotes Rt with respect to the process {(SX) (s); $:>0} and
c A— {ex: x^A}. Since φ is slowly varying,
»*ι/ιt.φ(<Γκ R
at) = m^^R^la .
Thus, we have S'1 JE
λ
cE
λ
. Therefore, P(£
λ
)=0 or 1. Put
C = sup {λ:P(£
λ
) = 1} .
Then, the assertion of the proposition can be proved. q.e.d.
(2) Hausdorίf dimension of zero points
Put Zt= {s : Q<s<t, X(s)—Q} . Taylor [35] made another approach to zero-
one law for Hausdorff dimension of Zt in case X is the Brownian motion (cf.
[35], Lemma 1). He reduced arguments, in contrast with [21], to strong
Markovian properties of the Brownian motion. We give an extension of Lemma
1 of [35] to general self-similar processes with ergodic scaling transformations.
The Hausdorff dimension of a subset A is defined by
dim A = inf {γ>0: m^(A) = 0} .
Proposition 5.2. For any γ>0,
P(m
γ
(Z1)>0) = 0 or 1.
Furthermore, there exists %>> 0<γ0<l, such that
dim Zl = γ0 a.s.
Proof. Consider an event F=[my(Z1)>0]. Let 0<α<l, and S=Sa.
Then, we have S"1 FdF, since Z1o5=Zβ, where Z^S denotes Zλ for the proc-
ess {(SX)(s): s>fy. This implies the first assertion. For the second asser-
tion, the proof goes similarly as in [35]. q.e.d.
(3) Hausdorff dimension of graphs of sample paths
Denote the graph of path by Gt :
Gt={(syX(s)):0<:s<t} .
Proposition 5.3. There exists γ0, 0<γ0<2, such that
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dim G1 = 70
 a s
Proof. It is enough to show that for any γ>0,
P(wy(G1)>0) = 0 or 1
Note that
0,08= {(*,α-*J^))
where G^S denotes Gj for the process {SX(s)ι s>0}. This implies that
m^(G^ S) <cmγ(G
a
) for some constants. Take a, 0<α<l. Then, 5~1[w
γ
(G1)>0]
C[m
γ
(G1)>0], and so we have the above assertion. q.e.d.
Kόno [17] gave some estimates for the Hausdorff dimension of graph and
range of sample paths. Checking his conditions by using well-known fact about
the density of stable distribution (cf. Ibragimov and Linnik [9]), we have that
the Hausdorίf dimension of graph of (α, /3)-fractional stable process is equal to
2— K for \<a<2 and 0</3<1 — I/a. From this fact, we expect that the
Hausdorff measure properties of sample paths are closely related to the local
growth properties rather than the uniform growth property.
(4) Slow points
Kahane [10] showed the existence of slow points for Brownian paths and
recently this problem attracts interests of probabilists (cf. [6], [31]). A point
T is called a slow point of a sample path if
lim sup
δ
;0| X(T+δ)-X(T)\S-κ<oo .
Proposition 5.4.
P( there exist slow points ) = 0 or 1 .
Furthermore, there exists <y0, 0<<y0<l, such that
dim { slow points } = y0 a.s.
Sketch of proof. If T is a slow point of a path, aT is a slow point of SX.
Thus, the first assertion is easily derived from the ergodicity of S. The second
assertion is derived similarly as in the proof of Proposition 5.3 with slight mod-
ifications such as letting the set of slow points take the place of Giy and so we
omit its details. q.e.d.
(5) Irregularity points
Orey and Taylor [30] studied the Hausdorff measure properties of ir-
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regularity points of Brownian paths. This problem will be formulated for self-
similar processes as follows: put
m
 sup...
h* φ(K)
£
λ
,, = is: 0<s<t, L
φ
(s)ϊ>\} ,
for a positive, slowly varying function φ and λ>0.
Proposition 5.5. There exists a constant C
λ
, 0<;C
λ
<l, such that
dim £
λtl = Cλ a.s.
Proof. Since φ is slowly varying, L
φ
(t)oS=L
φ
(at) and E
λttoS=Eλ>at, where
S=S
a
 and L
φ
(t)oS and E
λttoS denote Lφ(t) and EKtt for the process
s > 0} . This means that
for any 7>0 and 0<α<l. Therefore,
P(m
v
(£'
λ
,1)>0) = 0 or 1 .
The uniqueness of the dimension is proved similarly as in the proofs of the
previous propositions. q.e.d.
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